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Product
Specification
Design: ‘Conic’
Designer: PearsonLloyd
Luke Pearson and Tom Lloyd who first met while studying Furniture Design and
Industrial Design respectively, at London’s prestigious Royal College of Art, did
not form their multi award winning product and furniture design consultancy until
1997, having spent a number of years working independently of each other for
highly acclaimed design studios. Both derive great joy and excitement from what
they do; the surprises that they find along the way; materials and processes;
team working; users and places; and pursuing the essential. They have created
solutions for a variety of International clients, including manufacturers, consumer
brands, and government organisations and are one of the most highly respected
studios around today.
Features:
Conic is a refreshing, eye catching and exciting take on various conical forms
used in both, contemporary and previously explored areas of soft seating over the
decades. The tub chair, lounge chair, and chair with integral headrest, carry the
same shared aesthetic, essentially in two sizes of conical, moulded foam shell.
Bases are polished chrome wire forms, with the tub version being more upright to
allow for meeting and dining use. Swivel base versions, of circular flat steel plate
with central column, add to the fun. Conic’s shape and form provide excellent and
inviting levels of comfort with an almost domestic appeal, complemented by a
family of related low tables.
Finishes:
Wire frames are finished in polished chrome as standard with white plastic feet.
Swivel, pedestal disc bases are also finished in chrome as standard. Conic can
be upholstered in a wide range of contract quality fabrics or leather, but these
ideally require a degree of stretch. Vinyl does not lend itself to this design.

Products available in range

A630

A631

Tub chair
Upholstered seat
Polished chrome wire frame

Lounge chair
Upholstered seat
Polished chrome wire frame

Dimensions:
Overall 810h
Seat
490h
Weight 11.5kg

730w

660d

Dimensions:
Overall 750h
Seat
480h
Weight 14.0kg

900w

A632

A633

Lounge chair with integral headrest
Upholstered seat
Polished chrome wire frame

Lounge chair
Upholstered seat
Polished chrome centre
swivel pedestal

Dimensions:
Overall 1056h
Seat
470h
Weight 16.0kg

Dimensions:
Overall 810h
Seat
490h
Weight 36.0kg

900w

810d

730w

795d

660d

Marketplace:
These are very contemporary pieces suitable for a myriad of uses and spaces in
all manner of markets and environments, from funky breakout spaces, to lounge
style dining, in leisure, retail, hotel and corporate installations. This is a versatile
design, which works in informal scattered arrangements and clusters with low
tables or with the tub chair in dining or meeting use around a dining height table.
There is clearly a domestic appeal to this range as well, especially with the iconic
looking lounge chair with headrest.

A637

A636

4 Leg tub chair
Upholstered seat
Round steel tube

A636/6RD - 600dia
A636/55SS - 540/540 soft square
Laminate top
Polished Chrome frame

Dimensions:
Overall 810h
Seat
490h
Weight 11.5kg

730w

600d

Dimensions:
Overall 406h

A638

A639/107S

A638/9RD - 900dia
A638/88SS - 800/800 soft square
Laminate top
Polished Chrome frame

Soft rectangle
Laminate top
Polished Chrome frame

Dimensions:
Overall 305h

Dimensions:
Overall 305h

1050w

700d

